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4. Alternative Concepts
We have divided our results into the following five categories

· Sustainable Eco Fashion
· Recycling
· Second Hand / Vintage
· Swapping
· DIY Projects

I Love Shopping
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There is something going on at the fashion market. 
More an more companies work with criteria of sustainability, fair trade and 
ecology. Whether organic cotton, recycling material or local production.
The conscious exposure to our resources works for a growing scene of new, 
innovative labels of all stylistic directions.

Here are a few links for eco-fashion in Germany:

Hamburg:
http://www.glore-hamburg.de/
http://www.fairliebt.com/
http://www.marlowe-nature.de/
http://www.lena-schokolade.de/
http://www.kunayala.de/
http://www.woodlike.org/

Berlin:
http://www.fair-queen.de

Cologne:
http://www.armedangels.de/
http://www.bgreen.de/

Munich:
http://www.fairstyled.de/

Düsseldorf:
http://www.a-better-tomorrow.com/

All these shops offer selected pieces by designers who committed themsel-
ves to the philosophy of sustainability.
The collections are individual and affordable and stand for quality and best 
manufacture of predominantly ecological material.

Sustainable Eco Fashion
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Green Platforms

example: www.korrekte-klamotten.de

korrekte-klamotten is a platform for different 
labels and shops which produce their offers out of 
sustainable resources and under certified circum-
stances. The idea came up in 2006 during an ex-
hibition in Dortmund in order to create a network 
between them.
It was decided to do a dynamic blogprojekt, on 
which the offerers share information about the 
latest possibilities to give „shopping“ an ethical 
component. The followers have the opportunity 
to comment on these posts and make contact.

others:
http://www.modeaffaire.de/
http://www.kirstenbrodde.de/

Sustainable Eco Fashion
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Secondhand Clothes

Secondhand shops are a good opportunity to earn some money for your old 
worn clothes or to find some nice bargains as the prices in these shops are 
normally very low.  From designer brands to no-name, worn to completely 
immaculate,  recent collection or 1970‘s - you can find pieces for every oppor-
tunity or money.
Secondhand also provides a certain sustainability because the clothes are not 
thrown away but will be reused by others.

Vintage Fashion

Vintage is a special form of secondhand for clothes which were originally 
produced in the past decades of the 20th century and are still in a good and 
wearable condition. In most of the cases ‘Vintage’ refers to pieces from the 
1950‘s-80‘s.  Collectors of Vintage Fashion enjoy haunting for extraordinary 
pieces in thrift stores, flea markets, grandma‘s wardrobe or on the internet 
where we can find online shops which are specialised on this kind of clothing. 
At the moment Vintage is so very much up to date, you can even find a Vinta-
ge Section in big Fashion chains such as Urban Outfitters and Topshop.
The fascinating thing about Vintage clothing is that you can find unique pie-
ces and that makes a nice contrast to the mass productions off the rack.

Secondhand and Vintage Fashion
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Mädchenwahn

A small fashion label located in Saarbrücken/Germany.
Interior and textile designer Izabella produces a huge variety of bags, acces-
sory and clothes from recycled cloth.
She also offers to recycle your old clothes into teddy bears or cuddly pillows.

Online Shop: 
http://de.dawanda.com/shop/maedchenwahn

schmidttakahashi

A Berlin based label which recycels old clothes into luxury high fashion.
The designer duo is Eugenie Schmidt (German) and Mariko Takahashi (Japa-
nese).

Website:
www.schmidttakahashi.de

German article about the designer duo from the newspaper „Die Zeit“:
www.zeit.de/lebensart/mode/2010-08/Schmidttakahashi-designerinnen

Recycling projects


